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Forklift Truck Forecast Overview
 Executive summary 

With a little over six months until the UK leaves the EU, 
Brexit remains a major source of uncertainty. Although 
we remain of the view that it is unlikely that the two sides 
will fail to agree a deal, it is not impossible. A disorderly 
Brexit in March 2019 would see significant additional 
trade frictions and a substantial depreciation of sterling. 
 
Against this uncertain backdrop, the UK economy is 
growing at a sluggish pace. The economy is expected to 
experience a second year of slowing growth in 2018, with 
GDP increasing by 1.3%, before picking up slightly to 
1.5% growth in 2019. Although the consumer outlook 
should improve steadily over the next few years, the 
trade boost will fade.  
 
Bookings data have mirrored this weakness in the 
economy. Total bookings in 2017Q4 reached their lowest 
level since the period immediately before the Brexit vote 
(2016Q2), contracting by 16.6% y/y to 8,114 orders. The 
market has recovered slightly in the first half of 2018, 
rising by 2.5% y/y. For the year as a whole, bookings are 
expected to be only slightly above their 2016 level. 
 
By sector, counterbalance orders rose 5.5% in the first 
half of 2018, following their 0.3% growth in 2017. Overall, 
we expect 1.3% growth in 2018 (16,418 orders), picking 
up to 3.1% growth in 2019 (16,929 orders), mirroring the 
expected pick-up in economy-wide investment in 2019. 
 
Recent trends in warehouse bookings have been 
subdued, contracting y/y between 2017Q3 and 2018Q1. 
In 2018Q2, bookings growth finally resumed, rising 
17.6% y/y to reach their highest level since 2016Q4. On 
balance, we expect a 0.2% contraction in 2018 (17,944 
orders), and a 1.7% contraction in 2019 (17,645 orders) 
as household spending continues to face a number of 
headwinds, which will weigh on consumer-facing service 
sectors such as wholesale and retail trade. 

 
Risks to the forecast are significant, given the true state 
of the UK’s economy following Brexit is yet to be seen. 
 

Macroeconomic overview 

As expected, GDP growth rebounded in 2018Q2, 
following the weakness in 2018Q1, which was caused by 
temporary factors, namely the heavy snow and the 
collapse of Carillion. Looking ahead, we expect the 
boost from net trade will fade as sterling strengthens. On 
balance, we see GDP rising 1.3% in 2018 (down from 
1.7% in 2017) and 1.5% in 2019.  
 
Whilst we expect consumption to recover, the strength of 
the recovery will be constrained by the government’s 
welfare reforms, higher interest rates and softer 
employment growth. We forecast consumer spending 
growth will slow from 1.9% last year to 1.2% in 2018, 
reaching an eight-year low of just 1% in 2019. 
 
In addition, the boost to exports from last year is 
expected to fade as sterling strengthens in medium term 
and global growth softens as the impact of more 
protectionist US trade policy is seen.  
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On Brexit, the Chequers agreement and publication of the 
White Paper in July on the government’s proposal for the 
UK’s future relationship with the EU offered a clear signal 
that the UK is moving towards a softer Brexit. But with the 
EU likely to reiterate that the four freedoms are indivisible, 
we believe the UK will effectively be forced to choose 
between BINO (‘Brexit in name only’) and leaving without 
a trade agreement and trading with the EU according to 
WTO rules.  
 
Uncertainty surrounding the Brexit negotiations is causing 
many firms to put new investment plans on hold. Indeed, 
investment intentions remain subdued. Although corporate 
profitability is robust, hesitancy about new capital 
spending is likely to persist until the UK’s future trading 
relationship with the EU becomes clearer. We expect 
business investment growth of just 1.1% in 2018, rising to 
2.0% growth in 2019. This compares unfavourably to the 
average of nearly 5% per year from 2010-15. 
 
Therefore, economic growth will be subdued by historical 
standards, and uncertainty will persist until substantial 
progress has been made on the EU withdrawal 
agreement.  
 
 
 
 

Forecast – Counterbalance 

Counterbalance bookings growth in 2017 was sluggish, 
rising just 0.3%, dragged down by weakness in Class 
4/5 bookings. However, Class 4/5 bookings in the first 
half of 2018 have rebounded, rising by 10.4% compared 
with the same period a year previously. In contrast, 
Class 1 bookings have dipped slightly so far this year, 
falling by 1.7% y/y in the first half of 2018. 
 
Looking ahead, we expect bookings growth to turn 
negative in the second half of 2018 and deliver 1.3% 
growth in 2018. This is an improvement on the 0.3% 
growth in 2017. Growth this year is being driven by 
steady, albeit historically subdued, industrial activity in 
sectors such as food and beverages and retail and 
wholesale distribution.  
 
However, some forklift-using sectors such as 
construction are weak. Whilst construction activity has 
picked-up following the collapse of Carillion in early-
2018, heightened uncertainty surrounding the future UK 
relationship with Europe will cloud investment into 
construction in the coming years. There are also supply-
side tensions created by Brexit. One of the most 
important is shortages of labour, which are already being 
felt within UK construction, and which could become 
more acute to the extent that migration from the EU falls.   
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Overall, we expect counterbalance orders to increase by 
1.3% this year to 16,418 orders, and 3.1% in 2019 to 
16,929 orders. This is a marked slowdown from the 6% 
average annual growth from 2010 to 2017. 
 

Forecast – Warehouse 

Total warehouse orders have slowly started to recover. 
Orders in the first half of 2018 were broadly flat (-0.2% 
growth y/y), following the 1.1% contraction last year. This 
was driven by a 4.6% bounce back in Class 3 orders in 
the first half of 2018 compared with the same period a 
year ago. By contrast, Class 2 bookings have continued 
on their downward spiral since the summer of 2016, 
dipping by 13% y/y in the first half of 2018. 
 
Weakness in consumer spending is the main reason for 
the recent subdued performance; however there are 
signs that consumer spending is starting to recover. 
Inflation slowed in the first half of 2018, as the impact of 
the 2016 sterling depreciation faded. However, higher oil 
prices, rises in domestic energy bills and renewed 
weakness in sterling are likely to mean that inflation 
remains sticky in the second half of 2018. But the 
weakness of core pressures means that inflation is likely 
to resume its deceleration in 2019. 
 
Looking ahead, although inflation is likely to decline from 
next year, consumer spending continues to face several 
headwinds from welfare reform, higher interest rates and 
softer employment growth. In 2019, consumer spending 
growth is forecast to slow to an eight-year low of 1%. This 
will weigh on consumer-facing service sectors such as 
wholesale and retail activity, and hence the orders 
outlook for the Warehouse sector.  
 
On balance, we expect bookings will fall by 0.2% in 2018 
to 17,944 orders, and fall by 1.7% in 2019 to 17,645 
orders. 
 
Despite the near-term gloom, robust demand for online 

shopping should support growth in warehouse orders 
further ahead. Delivery and warehousing of online goods 
will bolster demand for warehouse trucks.  
 

Forecast risks 

Uncertainly around the Brexit negotiations continue to 
cloud the outlook. Though we expect the UK and EU to 
strike a withdrawal agreement, there is a risk that 
parliament will reject it and that the ensuing political crisis 
means that both sides will have to agree to an extension 
of the Brexit timetable. The backstop for Northern Ireland 
is still key to the withdrawal agreement, i.e. the 
contingency plan that keeps the Irish border ‘soft’ in the 
event that the two sides are unable to resolve the issue 
through a trade agreement and the UK is unable to come 
up with “specific solutions” which are acceptable to the 
EU.  
 
Overall, we think it more likely than not that the two sides 
will be able to strike a deal on the withdrawal agreement, 
not least because both sides recognise that ‘no deal’ and 
a March 2019 cliff-edge Brexit would be undesirable. 
However, under the scenario of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit, this 
would harm UK manufacturing more than the overall 
economy. Investment-oriented and trade-intensive sectors 
would experience significant disruption, as trade slows, 
and business investment weakens. 
 
The second category of risk is related to how business 
confidence endures the ongoing Brexit uncertainty, with 
confidence playing a key role in determining whether 
economic activity locks up.  
 
Market specific risks remain of secondary importance 
relative to the larger risks associated with Brexit. 
Innovation gives us reasons to be positive, where modern 
technologies could shape the market to a greater extent 
than expected.  
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 Shipments (units) Orders (units)

All 

Counterbalance
All Warehouse Class 6 Total

All 

Counterbalance
All Warehouse Class 6 Total

Units Units

2006 14761   12953   177   27891   2006 16153   13797   161   30111   

2007 15726   13700   290   29716   2007 16526   14229   408   31163   

2008 15283   13269   229   28781   2008 14417   11988   220   26625   

2009 8414   8417   128   16959   2009 8508   9056   94   17658   

2010 8409   8293   98   16800   2010 10845   10848   188   21881   

2011 12691   12511   185   25387   2011 13048   12938   148   26134   

2012 12665   12316   153   25134   2012 13311   13198   309   26818   

2013 12803   12443   297   25543   2013 13509   13060   316   26885   

2014 13489   13877   279   27645   2014 14401   15340   312   30053   

2015 15120   16225   298   31643   2015 16739   16961   311   34011   

2016 15239   15121   201   30561   2016 16149   18179   196   34524   

2017 16103   18419   210   34732   2017 16200   17984   284   34468   

2018 15936   17009   229   33175   2018 16418   17944   277   34639   

2019 16331   16973   245   33548   2019 16929   17645   297   34871   

2020 17095   17330   250   34676   2020 17702   18000   302   36004   

% changes on previous year % changes on previous year

2006 -6.2     12.3     35.9     2.0     2006 -9.6     3.7     44.2     -3.3     

2007 6.5     5.8     63.8     6.5     2007 2.3     3.1     153.4     3.5     

2008 -2.8     -3.1     -21.0     -3.1     2008 -12.8     -15.7     -46.1     -14.6     

2009 -44.9     -36.6     -44.1     -41.1     2009 -41.0     -24.5     -57.3     -33.7     

2010 -0.1     -1.5     -23.4     -0.9     2010 27.5     19.8     100.0     23.9     

2011 50.9     50.9     88.8     51.1     2011 20.3     19.3     -21.3     19.4     

2012 -0.2     -1.6     -17.3     -1.0     2012 2.0     2.0     108.8     2.6     

2013 1.1     1.0     94.1     1.6     2013 1.5     -1.0     2.3     0.2     

2014 5.4     11.5     -6.1     8.2     2014 6.6     17.5     -1.3     11.8     

2015 12.1     16.9     6.8     14.5     2015 16.2     10.6     -0.3     13.2     

2016 0.8     -6.8     -32.6     -3.4     2016 -3.5     7.2     -37.0     1.5     

2017 5.7     21.8     4.5     13.6     2017 0.3     -1.1     44.9     -0.2     

2018 -1.0     -7.7     9.2     -4.5     2018 1.3     -0.2     -2.3     0.5     

2019 2.5     -0.2     6.9     1.1     2019 3.1     -1.7     6.9     0.7     

2020 4.7     2.1     2.2     3.4     2020 4.6     2.0     1.7     3.2     

 
 

Shipments (differences) Orders (differences)

All 

Counterbalance
All Warehouse Class 6 Total

All 

Counterbalance
All Warehouse Class 6 Total

Unit differences Unit differences

2017 0   0   0   0   2017 0   0   0   0   

2018 -365   -28   -28   -421   2018 -154   384   -2   228   

2019 -307   444   -21   115   2019 -309   452   9   152   

2020 -315   459   -32   112   2020 -315   499   -1   183   

% pt differences in year-on-year growth % pt differences in year-on-year growth

2017 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   2017 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

2018 -2.3   -0.2   -13.2   -1.2   2018 -1.0   2.1   -0.8   0.7   

2019 0.4   2.8   3.3   1.6   2019 -0.9   0.4   4.3   -0.2   

2020 0.0   0.0   -3.8   0.0   2020 0.1   0.2   -3.7   0.1   
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Survey highlights 
 
Respondents to the BITA survey have on balance 
become less optimistic since the Spring 2018 survey 
was carried out, consistent with the slightly bleaker 
outlook for the UK economy relative to our previous 
report. 
  
The majority of respondents expect general market 
prospects to remain the same over the coming 12 
months. However, a minority of respondents (11%) are 
now less optimistic about year-ahead prospects, relative 
to no respondents in our Spring survey. 
  
When asked about their firm’s own sales prospects over 
the coming 12 months, respondents were on balance 
slightly more pessimistic, with a third of respondents 
expecting either a modest fall or flat sales (up from 22% 
in our Spring survey), and two-thirds of respondents 
expecting sales to rise either modestly or significantly 
(down from 78%).  

The response of the sample being questioned on their 
current order book position was generally positive. 
Over three-quarters of respondents mentioned their 
current order positions were modestly or significantly 
better than normal, up slightly from 67% in the Spring, 
and the remaining quarter of respondents saw their 
current order books as normal, again an improvement 
from our previous survey. Moreover, when asked 
about the size of their average order over the past six 
months, around three-quarters of respondents see 
this as normal, an improvement on the Spring survey, 
and around a quarter see this as modestly better than 
normal, broadly unchanged from the Spring. 
 
One trend that expectations continue to exhibit is 
increases in price. Rising oil prices, the increase in 
domestic energy bills and the pass-through of the 
post-referendum depreciation of sterling pushed up 
CPI inflation and import prices. However, relative to 

the Spring survey, the results are mixed. Whilst a 
higher proportion of respondents expect to see prices 
remain unchanged, more respondents also now 
expect to see a significantly rise in prices.  

 
When asked which customer sector will show most 
sales over the coming twelve months, the results are 
similar to the Spring survey, with Transport & storage 
firms and Building materials continue to be seen as the 
most important sectors for sales over the next year. 
  
The most important factor for customers has not 
changed markedly from the Spring survey, with a 
competitive price and a tailored, quality product both 
marginally coming out on top. In addition, whilst the 
response on profitability constraints continues to be 
dispersed, most respondents still see higher costs and 
market share obsession as key pressures. However, a 
rising number of proportion see Brexit as a key 
constraint under the ‘other’ category, which could 
reflect the growing concern of businesses over the 
eventual withdrawal agreement and the progress of 
these negotiations.  
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 A run of firmer data has led us to upgrade our GDP forecast for Q3 2018 to 0.5% 

but, although this is not enough to move our forecast for 2018 overall, it has 

nudged up our 2019 projection from 1.4% to 1.5%. And the bigger picture is one 

of sluggish growth which, along with soft underlying inflationary pressures, 

should mean a maximum of one 25bp rate hike next year. 
 
 

 GDP grew by 0.3% m/m in July, taking the three-monthly rate to an 11-month high of 

0.6%. But this was flattered by the comparison with the period of snow-related 

disruption in Q1, so we expect a slightly softer outturn for Q3 as a whole of 0.5%. 

Indeed, there is little in the high-frequency data to suggest that the firmer output data 

for Q3 is anything more than noise, with a range of indicators – most notably the 

composite PMI – suggesting that Q3 has seen a similar pace of growth to Q2. 

 September’s MPC meeting saw a unanimous vote to keep policy unchanged. The 

Committee reiterated its view that a tight labour market will drive up wages and 

inflation, but we remain sceptical that the data will evolve in a way that supports this 

argument and continue to expect a maximum of one rate hike in 2019. 

 With a little over six months until the UK leaves the EU, Brexit remains a major source 

of uncertainty. Although we remain of the view that it is unlikely that the two sides will 

fail to agree a deal, it is not impossible. Our modelling suggests that a disorderly 

Brexit in March 2019 would see significant additional trade frictions and a substantial 

depreciation of sterling, resulting in the level of GDP being a little over 2% below our 

baseline forecast by the end of 2020. This is predicated on the idea that both 

monetary and fiscal policy are loosened to help cushion the shock. 

 

 

 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
Domestic Demand 2.4 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.8 2.1

   Private Consumption 3.2 1.9 1.2 1.0 1.7 2.3

   Fixed Investment 2.3 3.4 1.1 2.9 3.5 2.8

   Stockbuilding (% of GDP) 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

   Government Consumption 0.8 -0.1 1.3 0.9 0.6 0.9

Exports of Goods and Services 1.0 5.4 0.3 3.0 3.1 3.0

Imports of Goods and Services 3.3 3.2 -0.3 2.3 2.5 2.8

GDP 1.8 1.7 1.3 1.5 2.0 2.2

Industrial Production 1.0 1.8 1.2 0.7 1.2 1.4

CPI, average 0.6 2.7 2.5 2.1 1.6 1.6

Current Balance (% of GDP) -5.2 -3.9 -3.2 -2.7 -2.3 -2.1

Government Budget (% of GDP) -2.9 -1.9 -1.7 -1.6 -1.1 -0.7

Short-Term Interest Rates (%) 0.50 0.36 0.71 0.91 1.41 1.70

Long-Term Interest Rates (%) 1.30 1.24 1.44 1.70 2.31 2.88

Exchange Rate (US$ per £), average 1.35 1.29 1.35 1.38 1.43 1.48

Exchange Rate (Euro per £), average 1.22 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.18

Forecast for UK
(Annual percentage changes unless specified)

Although the 

consumer outlook 

should improve 

steadily over the 

next few years, the 

trade boost will fade 

 

Strong July outturn 

puts us on track for 

GDP growth of 0.5% 

in Q3 
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Forecast overview  

GDP growth set to pick up to 0.5% in Q3… 

GDP rose by 0.3% in July, taking the three-monthly rate to 

an 11-month high of 0.6%. This probably exaggerates the 

underlying strength of the economy, given that the 3-month 

rate was flattered by the comparison with the period of 

snow-related disruption in March. However, the strong start 

to Q3 according to the official output series means that we 

now expect quarterly GDP growth of around 0.5%, which 

would be the strongest outturn since Q4 2016.  

…but the stronger Q3 looks likely to be noise 

But we expect the stronger run of official output data to 

prove to be little more than noise. Business survey data – 

most notably the composite PMI – suggests that activity has 

continued to run at a similar pace to Q2, while retail sales 

growth is likely to have slowed somewhat, after Q2 had been 

boosted by a post-snow rebound. So, while the upgrade to 

Q3 has mechanically pushed up our forecast for GDP 

growth in 2019 from 1.4% to 1.5%, the bigger picture is little 

changed, with the UK economy set to continue to grow at a 

sluggish pace by historical standards. The key drivers of our 

forecast are: 

• Household spending power gradually recovering: CPI 

inflation was 2.7% in 2017, its highest in five years, 

causing a sharp squeeze on household spending power. 

But the rate slowed in H1 2018, as the impact of the 2016 

sterling depreciation faded. Higher oil prices, rises in 

domestic energy bills and renewed weakness in sterling 

are likely to mean that inflation remains sticky in H2, but 

the weakness of core pressures means that inflation is 

likely to resume its descent in 2019. We expect CPI 

inflation of 2.5% this year, slowing to 2.1% in 2019. 

However, the strength of the recovery in household 

spending power will be constrained by the government’s 

welfare reforms, higher interest rates and softer 

employment growth. And with the savings ratio already 

very low, we expect households to become more 

reluctant to borrow, such that spending growth moves 

into line with real incomes. We expect consumer 

spending growth to slow from 1.9% last year to 1.2% in 

2018 and then an eight-year low of just 1.0% in 2019. 

• Boost to net exports fades as sterling strengthens 

and global growth softens: stronger global growth and 

a weak pound drove a marked pick-up in export growth in 
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2017, meaning that net trade lifted GDP growth by 0.6% 

points in that year. But this support is now likely to 

weaken significantly. We expect global growth to cool as 

the impact of more protectionist trade policy is seen. And 

though Brexit uncertainty and dollar strength will weigh 

on sterling in the short term, our modelling suggests that 

the pound remains heavily undervalued and we expect it 

to recover through 2019, assuming that Brexit proceeds 

in an orderly fashion. 

• Brexit uncertainty weighs on business investment: in 

2016-17, business investment grew just 0.7% a year, 

having risen by almost 5% a year in 2010-15. Corporate 

profitability remains firm but investment intentions are 

subdued, with Brexit-related uncertainty weighing. This 

will persist until the UK’s future trading relationship with 

the EU becomes clearer. We expect growth in business 

investment to stay relatively subdued, with capital 

spending seen rising by 1.1% in 2018 and 2.0% in 2019. 

Overall investment is set to grow by 1.1% this year, 

before rising to 2.9% in 2019. 

• Tight fiscal stance: the squeeze on welfare spending 

noted above, along with other cuts to current spending 

and tax rises, means that fiscal policy will exert a drag on 

growth over the next few years. Forecasts from the Office 

for Budget Responsibility imply that fiscal tightening will 

drag on GDP growth in each year between 2018/19 and 

2022/23, with the peak impact of 0.4% of GDP in 

2018/19. The Prime Minister has announced a sizeable 

increase in funding for the NHS, but this looks set to be 

largely financed by tax rises to be announced in the 

Budget this autumn. 

Maximum of one 25bp rate hike likely in 2019 

The MPC voted unanimously to keep monetary policy 

unchanged at its September meeting. Though it suggested 

that its August Inflation Report forecasts remained on track, 

it stated that the degree of downside risk had increased due 

to rising concerns about global growth and growing Brexit 

uncertainty. The minutes remained true to the MPC’s 

narrative that a tighter labour market will drive up wages and 

inflation, thus necessitating higher interest rates. But thus far 

the data have offered scant backing to this narrative and we 

think it unlikely this situation will change in the near-term. 

Against this backdrop, further rate hikes will be increasingly 

difficult to justify, so we expect just one 25bp increase in 

Bank Rate in 2019. 
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 Protectionism, tightening global liquidity and emerging market concerns remain 

key threats to the global economic expansion. But while these factors may 

trigger slower growth in 2019 and beyond, there is little compelling evidence of 

a significant loss of growth momentum. We continue to expect global GDP 

growth to ease gently from 3.1% this year to 2.8% in 2019. 

 Potential growth threats have certainly surfaced this year, but our current estimates 

for global GDP growth in H1 2018 show no clear loss of momentum relative to 2017. 

While the global composite PMI fell for a second month running in August to 53.4 – 

just 0.1pp above its February low – it still points to global GDP growth of around 3%. 

 Looking to 2019, we see some loss of momentum in the advanced economies after a 

couple of years of exceptional growth. Higher inflation and tightening labour markets 

are likely to lead to weaker real income growth and thus household spending growth 

too. And despite investment holding up well in H1, we expect protectionism-related 

uncertainty to weaken growth in the second half of the year and 2019. Nonetheless, 

the support from US fiscal policy will stretch into 2019 and financial conditions remain 

accommodative so growth in the region should remain pretty solid. 

 With Chinese GDP growth also likely to slow gradually, global trade growth, which has 

recently been soft, may continue to ease. This will make conditions more challenging 

for manufacturers, particularly those in emerging markets (EMs). 

 Of greater concern for EMs is perhaps the persistent strong dollar and declining global 

liquidity, in the light of the build-up of debt in some economies over recent years. 

Nonetheless, we do not see Turkey’s and Argentina’s problems as being symptomatic 

of a wider malaise in EMs – fundamentals are generally stronger than a decade ago in 

most EMs. For now, a wider EM crisis seems unlikely, particularly if, in line with our 

baseline view, the dollar begins to weaken again and global growth remains solid. 

 
 

 

 
 

Global growth to 

remain solid at about 

3% this year, but will 

slow gradually in 

2019 

 

The global PMI has almost 
fully reversed its Q2 recovery 
recently. Nonetheless, the 
August reading of 53.4 is 
comfortably above the 50 no-
change level and on past form 
still consistent with solid GDP 
growth. 
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Country Change Background

Argentina

We now forecast GDP will fall 1.4% this 

year and grow 0.1% in 2019 (previously 

growth of 0% and 1.5%). Inflation now seen 

at 37% in Q1 2019 and 26% at end-2019. 

The 18% depreciation of the peso during the last two weeks (50% 

ytd) will squeeze consumers’ purchasing power and result in a 

deeper recession than we had previously expected. The additional 

austerity measures will not help the recovery either.

Australia

GDP growth in 2018 now seen at 3.3%, up 

from 2.8% previously due to stronger than 

expected Q2 growth (+0.9% q/q) and 

revisions to earlier data. 

Moderately stronger consumer spending and current government 

consumption continuing to show robust growth.

Brazil
GDP growth lowered to 1.1% in 2018 (from 

1.5%) and 2019 cut to 2.3% (from 2.8%).

Truck drivers’ strikes in May had a more limited impact than 

expected, but revisions to earlier data and smaller carry-over from 

H1 to H2 than previously expected mean more subdued activity.

China
CNY/US$ rate lowered to 6.70 by end-2018, 

from a previous forecast of 6.50. 

Mainly reflects recent development amid rising trade tensions. But 

policy adjustment confirms efforts to support the CNY. We expect 

the CNY to appreciate in the rest of the year against weaker US$.

Eurozone
GDP growth forecast unchanged at 2.0% 

this year and 1.7% in 2019.

Final GDP data confirmed growth was stable at 0.4% q/q in Q2. 

Leading indicators continue to point to stable economic growth in 

the second half of the year leading to our unchanged forecast

Germany

Our forecasts for 2018 and 2019 GDP 

growth (1.8% and 1.6%) and inflation (1.9% 

and 1.8%) are all edged down by 0.1pp.

GDP revisions have reduced the output gap, but data disappointed 

in early-Q3 2018 due to weakening global trade and transitory 

factors. Trade tensions still weighing on investment prospects, but 

the domestic economy is solid.

Japan
We still expect GDP to grow 1% in 2018 

and 1.1% in 2019.

A reasonable outlook for domestic demand will support growth, 

despite slowing external momentum.  

Mexico

Our 2018 GDP growth forecast is cut to 

2.0% from 2.4%, while next year is nudged 

down to 2.2% from 2.3%.

After H1 2018 GDP was revised down, disappointing early-July 

industrial data and mounting external headwinds pressuring the 

MXN mean the short-term outlook has worsened.

South Africa

Our 2018 GDP growth forecast cut to 0.7% 

from 1.1%, but 2019 now seen at 2.1% from 

1.9% previously. CPI inflation in 2019 now 

put at 5.9% (from 5.5% before).

A 0.7% drop in GDP in Q2 means the economy was in technical 

recession in H1, leading us to downgrade our near-term growth 

expectations. SARB likely to hike interest rates during the next 

year (two 25b hikes assumed), but not this month.

Sweden Growth for 2018 raised to 2.9% from 2.7%.

Thailand
GDP forecast for 2018 raised to 4.4% from 

4.0%, but 2019 unchanged at 3.4%.

Strong Q2 data amid signs that the recovery is broadening out to 

non-export businesses this year, which is benefiting consumers. 

Turkey

Growth in 2018 slashed to 1.2% from 3% 

previously. End-year inflation forecast 

revised up to 16.9% (from 13.5%).

Activity slowing and inflation rising as worsening TRL crisis brings 

tighter financial conditions and pushes up prices.

UK
GDP growth forecasts for 2018 and 2019 

unchanged at 1.3% and 1.4% respectively.

Strong outturn for GDP in July means some upside risk to our near-

term projections, but soft underlying inflationary pressure should 

mean just one 25bp rate hike next year. 

US
GDP growth forecasts raised 0.1ppt to 2.9% 

this year and 2.3% in 2019.

Stronger economic momentum at the start of H2 2018. Core 

inflation appears likely to stabilize near the Fed’s 2% target, 

signaling two more rate hikes this year, and then two in 2019.

Source: Oxford Economics

Major forecast changes this month

Reflects very strong growth in first half of the year, especially in Q2. 
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UK industrial resilience has reversed 

GDP growth in the UK averaged 1.7% in 2016-17, down from an 

average of 2.6% in 2014-15, and it is set to slow further in 2018. 

The impact of sterling’s weakness on inflation is expected to fade 

over the next two years, but households are facing several 

offsetting constraints from government welfare reforms, higher 

interest rates and softer employment growth. Moreover, Brexit-

related uncertainty has continued to weigh on business 

investment, and export growth is also expected to fade due to a 

strengthening in sterling and softer global economic activity. GDP 

is expected to grow by 1.3% in 2018, rising only modestly to 1.5% 

in 2019. 

Following the Brexit vote, the industrial side of the economy – 

which has lagged GDP since the end of the global financial crisis 

– was initially resilient. Industrial production grew by 1.8% in 

2017, with stronger growth of 2.5% in the manufacturing sector. 

2017’s strength was driven by strong external demand, 

particularly from Europe and a boost to competitiveness from the 

weak pound.  However, this has reversed in 2018, and growth in 

industry is seen lagging overall GDP over the next two years.  

Mining activity has been weaker than anticipated 

In our update six months ago, oil & gas production was expected 

to be a significant driver of industrial growth in 2018. Oil and gas 

projects resulting from strong investment in the in 2012-14 period 

are coming on stream, and January saw a strong rebound in 

production following a pipeline closure in December 2017. 

However, little progress in mining activity has been made since 

January, so we now see growth of just over 1% in 2018 with a 

similar rate of growth forecast for next year. 

In the medium-term, mining output is expected to continue the 

trend decline underway since the early 2000s. Capital spending 

fell sharply during the oil downturn of 2014-17, so oil output 

should fall back again. Many oil fields in the North Sea are 

reaching the end of their natural lives, which is providing a drag to 

output levels in the absence of new investment. 

Business investment is providing a drag… 

Uncertainty surrounding the Brexit negotiations is causing many 

firms to put investment plans on hold. Although corporate 

profitability is robust, hesitancy about new capex spending is 

likely to persist until the UK’s future trading relationship with the 

EU becomes clearer. We expect business investment growth of 

just 0.5% in 2018, rising to 1.9% growth in 2019, compared to an 

average of nearly 5% per year from 2010-15. 

Similar dynamics are at play in the construction sector. 

Construction activity is susceptible to swings in the macro 

environment given that long lead time raise the cost of 
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uncertainty. Construction output fell sharply in the beginning of 

2018. Although it rebounded strongly in Q2, only slow growth is 

expected in the second half of the year and in 2019.   

…and EU industry is also faltering 

Last year, robust industrial output in the eurozone spurred strong 

demand for UK-produced capital goods, with the production of 

engineering & metal goods, for example, increasing by 4.7%. 

However, eurozone industrial production has faltered since the 

start of this year, falling for two consecutive quarters. The 

eurozone economy remains vulnerable to a number of external 

headwinds over the next year: leading indicators suggest global 

trade growth may moderate further. This, combined with anaemic 

domestic investment, is weighing on UK capital goods production, 

with the production of engineering & metal goods slowing to less 

than 1% growth in 2018.  

UK production of motor vehicles has also switched into low gear, 

dampened by falling domestic sales, a loss in competitiveness in 

ageing model lines, and several vehicles such as the Honda CR‐V 

and Toyota Avensis being dropped from UK production 

completely. Overall, we expect a 2.2% contraction in value-added 

output in 2018. In 2019, we expect a slow rebound to 1.1% 

growth, boosted by model renewals, and the introduction of the 

Nissan X‐Trail and Jaguar J‐PACE. 

High-value industries providing some respite 

UK industry appears much stronger towards the upper end of the 

value-chain. Electronics production, in particular, has risen by 

12.4% year-to-date through July, and we expect growth of 10.5% 

in 2018 as a whole. Similarly, pharmaceutical output has 

rebounded from a weak outturn in 2018, and aerospace output is 

expected to take off in H2 with the opening of a new Boeing plant 

in Sheffield. Even in the wake of Brexit, the UK maintains a 

competitive advantage in such knowledge-intensive industries due 

to a flexible business environment and world-leading universities. 

Although all three sectors are relatively trade-intensive, this should 

keep them relatively insulated from the worst impacts of Brexit.  

A ‘no-deal’ Brexit is a key risk 

In recent research, we argued that the manufacturing sector is 

especially vulnerable to the impact of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit. In the 

near-term, the hardest hit would be those sectors whose output is 

closely tied to investment spending, such as machinery 

manufacturers – beyond even the impact on those which rely 

heavily on trade with the rest of the EU, such as chemicals and 

automotive companies. In the longer-term, however, EU supply 

chains could adjust as firms shift production locations to the 

continent, so trade-intensive sectors and sectors heavily 

integrated into EU supply chains would see a structural decline. 
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Slower demand growth, sustained investment needs 

The beneficial effects of a rebound in disposable income and 

consumer demand in 2016 are now fading. Sector growth is set to 

drop from over 3% this year to less than 2% in 2018-19 as faster 

inflation arrests the recovery in real income, with a corresponding 

slowdown in unsecured credit growth as households’ debt-income 

ratio climbs back towards pre-2008 levels. 

Faster growth in 2015-16 promoted distributors’ heavy investment in 

multi-channel marketing, sales and delivery systems, oriented round 

customers who still expect online discounts but will sometimes pay 

extra for choice, speed and convenience in delivery. While it retains 

medium-term strength, downward pressure on investment growth is 

expected in 2017-19 as slower sales growth restrains profitability, 

and slower disposable income growth pushes some households to 

resume their post-2008 focus on prices and promotions. 

Increased retail and warehouse automation, and the expansion of 

online relative to store-based sales, has driven a substantial pick-up 

in productivity growth since 2012. Productivity increase will slow 

down over the forecast period, enabling some increase in sector 

employment, but ongoing closure or efficiency improvement at high-

street and out-of-town stores will largely offset the net recruitment 

into direct-to-customer services that by-pass physical outlets.  

While the Brexit decision may have contributed to higher consumer 

confidence and faster sales growth in 2016-17, some negative 

effects are detectable during and after the negotiation of terms in 

2017-19. After 2016Q4 buoyancy, British Retail Consortium and 

ONS retail sales data showed annual declines through 2017Q1 as 

consumer price inflation rose above 3%.  

As well as anticipating some slackening of sales growth in line with 

the forecast GDP slowdown, wholesale and retail distributors are 

preparing for increased cost in some supply chains if exit from the 

EU customs union and single market raises tariff and non-tariff 

barriers, and more recruitment problems in lower-paid logistics and 

customer-facing jobs as immigration from the EU is reduced.  
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Sector total 1.9 1.7 1.6 2.2 2.1 2.1

Industry output: Distribution

(Annual percent changes)
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Demand, capacity limits brake expansion in 2018-19 

Sector output is forecast to continue outgrowing UK GDP in 2017, as 

the boost to merchandise exports following last year’s sterling 

depreciation largely offsets the slowdown in domestic consumption 

growth, sustaining the rise in industrial production. However weaker 

national income growth, rising fuel costs and uncertainties around 

Brexit cause a slowdown in 2018 as the devaluation boost fades.  

Road hauliers have benefited from a seven-year freeze in fuel duty, 

now extended into 2018, and can expect further benefits (including 

more flexible regulation and reduced competition on domestic 

routes) when the UK leaves the EU. But further growth of distribution 

on roads (which account for over 90% of UK freight and over 80% of 

passenger journeys) is heavily dependent on the £15bn investment 

in major route upgrades due for completion by 2020, which could be 

delayed after a critical review of 19 priority projects in March 2017.  

Rail passenger growth continues to rise, despite real fare rises, in 

response to road capacity constraints and increased commuting 

distance – up 1.6% y-o-y (to 418m journeys on franchised routes) in 

2016Q2. Although slowing, expansion will be sustained in the longer 

term as upgraded and new high-speed lines come onstream. 

UK-based airlines remain well placed to win a stable or rising share 

of global passenger demand which could exceed 7bn passenger 

miles in 2035 (up from 3.8bn in 2016) if annual average growth 

matches the industry’s twenty-year forecast of 3.7%. However, some 

airlines may move administrative and hub operations to continental 

airports if present arrangements, including the Open Skies pact 

promoting EU-US interchange, do not continue following Brexit.  

Provided international route access is maintained, a major obstacle 

to air passenger and freight expansion is set to be removed with the 

construction of a third runway at Heathrow, approved in October 

2016 after many years of debate. The airport plans to double its 

cargo capacity and triple its passenger rail services after building the 

runway and two new terminals. However, further planning hurdles 

mean work on the expansion is unlikely to begin before 2020, 

meaning Heathrow is pushed to full capacity and Gatwick (whose 

expansion bid was rejected) could reach similar congestion levels. 
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Sector total 4.3 3.2 2.4 3.1 3.4 2.9

Industry output: Transport, storage & communications

(Annual percent changes)
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Brexit providing uncertainty to the sector 

Growth in the food, beverage and tobacco sector peaked in 2017. 

Relatively stable inelastic demand for the sector across the 

economic cycle is set to face slowing private consumption in the 

near term as well as fading effects from the 2016 sterling 

depreciation reducing export potential. Brexit remains a significant 

headwind, threatening the productivity gains seen over the last five 

years and access to the EU single market, which absorbs just under 

60% of sectoral exports. 

As many ingredients in UK-made food and beverages are imported, 

the weaker pound following the Brexit vote increased costs. Despite 

some recovery since then, a further depreciation is expected as the 

UK leaves the EU in March 2019 adding more cost pressure to the 

sector. However, product types that saw rapid price rises following 

the devaluation, such as fruit, vegetables and fish, point to long term 

opportunities for re-expanding the domestic supply.  

The EU-migrant labour supply is vital to the sector with just under 

40% of the sectoral labour force made up of EU nationals. As such, 

restrictions in EU workers’ rights will result in producers looking 

towards higher cost labour alternatives, whilst the fall in value of 

sterling against the euro has already meant some European workers 

are looking elsewhere for work. Indeed, some harvests went 

unpicked last year whilst a few horticultural firms have started 

subsidiary enterprises in Africa to supply the British market. 

Rising costs and the possibility of restriction of access to the EU 

single market are likely to slow the progress in the narrowing of the 

food, beverage and tobacco trade deficit. This deficit widened in 

2017 (to more than £24bn) despite the fastest growth in exports 

since 2011, as imported input costs remained high. 

A hard Brexit threatens the sector through non-tariff barriers. The 

sector relies on a “just in time” international supply chain with 

regulatory misalignment following Brexit posing bottlenecks in 

production. An example of European supply chain disruption 

occurred this summer, when a European wide shortage of CO2, due 

to European gas plants closing for repairs, rapidly hit UK food and 

beverage producers with many producers scaling back operations. 

The sector remains under the regulatory spotlight due to health 

concerns. The “sugar tax” came into effect in April, with many 

producers choosing to reformulate their beverages to avoid the tax 

altogether. Further potential policies include banning the sale of 

energy drinks to children and restricting advertisement and 

promotions of food and beverages. 

The outlook for sales growth is improving with real household 

disposable income set to recoverin 2018, following two consecutive 

years of contractions. However, the recovery in household spending 

will be constrained by the government’s welfare reforms, higher 

interest rates and softer employment growth as well as an increasing 

consumer preference for experiences over goods. 
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Sector total 1.1 0.9 0.6 1.8 2.7 2.6

  Food 4.0 1.2 0.5 1.7 2.7 2.5

  Beverages 1.5 3.0 1.1 2.3 2.7 2.9

  Tobacco -64.4 -49.8 -5.8 -3.2 -2.1 -1.9

Industry output: Food, beverages & tobacco
(Annual percentage changes unless specified)
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Ongoing Brexit uncertainty to impact construction 

The UK construction sector has slowed this year as the impact of 

Brexit uncertainty on investment spending has put the brakes on 

construction activity. Construction is particularly sensitive to changes 

in the macroeconomic environment as long lead times raise the cost 

of uncertainty about future growth due to high initial investments and 

the inability to withdraw assets once committed. 

Despite the slowing pace of construction this year, the last couple of 

months have shown a surprising resilience. Much of this can be 

ascribed to a natural reaction to several months of falling activity, 

however there has been notable strength in construction of new 

housing – both public and private – and in infrastructure 

construction. The non-residential sector is the relatively weaker of 

the construction subsectors.  

Over the medium term, the construction sector will see principal 

growth derive from residential building. The lack of affordable 

housing, particularly in London and major urban centres, will drive 

demand for new housing construction. Furthermore, there is 

relatively less risk in homebuilding when compared with other areas 

of construction such as commercial building and major infrastructure 

projects, and as such, the housing homebuilding sector will be more 

resilient to the effects of Brexit uncertainty. With housing, there is a 

guaranteed end-use demand, even more so given the relative 

imbalance between housing supply and housing demand. With 

ongoing inward migration and relatively buoyant birth rates 

compared to the Western European average, population demand for 

housing space will only increase. The UK population is forecast to 

increase by nearly 4 million people over the next decade meaning 

that the housing supply/demand imbalance will only become more 

acute. 

Beyond the housing sector, UK infrastructure construction remains 

an important piece of the UK construction outlook. There are a 

number of important areas of infrastructure construction that have 

been earmarked by the UK Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s 

Infrastructure and Construction Pipeline, amounting to approximately 

£600bn of public and private investment over the next decade. 

Several megaprojects, such as HS2 and the Heathrow runway 

expansion are the standout items, but there are numerous other 

smaller projects also outlined. 

Brexit will also impact the construction sector from the supply side. 

Tight labour supply issues facing the construction sector, particularly 

of skilled construction labour, are set to worsen after Brexit. The 

exact impact cannot be known until the final agreement between the 

UK and the EU regarding future labour movements is decided, 

however, the likelihood is that labour access to the EU worker pool 

will be diminished. 
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Sector total 7.1 0.5 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.5

   Residential building 9.0 2.2 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2

   Non-residential building 4.9 -1.3 0.8 1.2 1.6 1.7

   Civil engineering 7.8 0.7 0.7 1.3 1.4 1.7

Industry output: Construction

(Annual percent changes)
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Appendix: Tables & Survey Questions 
 

 
 

Shipments (units) Orders (units)

All 

Counterbalance
All Warehouse Class 6 Total

All 

Counterbalance
All Warehouse Class 6 Total

Units Units

2006 14761   12953   177   27891   2006 16153   13797   161   30111   

2007 15726   13700   290   29716   2007 16526   14229   408   31163   

2008 15283   13269   229   28781   2008 14417   11988   220   26625   

2009 8414   8417   128   16959   2009 8508   9056   94   17658   

2010 8409   8293   98   16800   2010 10845   10848   188   21881   

2011 12691   12511   185   25387   2011 13048   12938   148   26134   

2012 12665   12316   153   25134   2012 13311   13198   309   26818   

2013 12803   12443   297   25543   2013 13509   13060   316   26885   

2014 13489   13877   279   27645   2014 14401   15340   312   30053   

2015 15120   16225   298   31643   2015 16739   16961   311   34011   

2016 15239   15121   201   30561   2016 16149   18179   196   34524   

2017 16103   18419   210   34732   2017 16200   17984   284   34468   

2018 15936   17009   229   33175   2018 16418   17944   277   34639   

2019 16331   16973   245   33548   2019 16929   17645   297   34871   

2020 17095   17330   250   34676   2020 17702   18000   302   36004   

% changes on previous year % changes on previous year

2006 -6.2     12.3     35.9     2.0     2006 -9.6     3.7     44.2     -3.3     

2007 6.5     5.8     63.8     6.5     2007 2.3     3.1     153.4     3.5     

2008 -2.8     -3.1     -21.0     -3.1     2008 -12.8     -15.7     -46.1     -14.6     

2009 -44.9     -36.6     -44.1     -41.1     2009 -41.0     -24.5     -57.3     -33.7     

2010 -0.1     -1.5     -23.4     -0.9     2010 27.5     19.8     100.0     23.9     

2011 50.9     50.9     88.8     51.1     2011 20.3     19.3     -21.3     19.4     

2012 -0.2     -1.6     -17.3     -1.0     2012 2.0     2.0     108.8     2.6     

2013 1.1     1.0     94.1     1.6     2013 1.5     -1.0     2.3     0.2     

2014 5.4     11.5     -6.1     8.2     2014 6.6     17.5     -1.3     11.8     

2015 12.1     16.9     6.8     14.5     2015 16.2     10.6     -0.3     13.2     

2016 0.8     -6.8     -32.6     -3.4     2016 -3.5     7.2     -37.0     1.5     

2017 5.7     21.8     4.5     13.6     2017 0.3     -1.1     44.9     -0.2     

2018 -1.0     -7.7     9.2     -4.5     2018 1.3     -0.2     -2.3     0.5     

2019 2.5     -0.2     6.9     1.1     2019 3.1     -1.7     6.9     0.7     

2020 4.7     2.1     2.2     3.4     2020 4.6     2.0     1.7     3.2     

 

Data up to and including June 2018 
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 BITA’s Biannual Survey of UK Forklift Truck Prospects 
 
Please mark your answers with an “X” and return to James.Clark@bita.org.uk by 26th 
September 2018.  
 
Q1: How do you view the general prospects for the UK Fork Lift Truck market over the coming twelve months 
compared to the last twelve months? 
 

 Less optimistic  Same  More optimistic 

    
 
Q2: How do you view your firm’s sales in the UK Fork Lift Truck market over the coming twelve months 
compared to the last twelve months? 
 

 Fall significantly*  Fall modestly  Remain unchanged 

 

 Rise modestly  Rise significantly*  * i.e. by more than 10% 

 
 
Q3: How would you describe your current order position? 
 

 Significantly below normal  Modestly below normal  Normal 

 

 Modestly better than normal  Significantly better than normal 
 

  

 
 
Q4 How would you describe the size of your average order over the past six months? 
 

 Significantly below normal**  Modestly below normal  Normal 

 

 Modestly better than normal  Significantly better than normal 
 

  

 
Q5: Over the coming twelve months, how do you expect your fork lift truck prices to change relative to the last 
twelve months? 
 

 Fall significantly**  Fall modestly  Remain unchanged 

 

 Rise modestly  Rise significantly**  ** i.e. by more than 5% 

 
Q6: To which customer sector do you expect sales over the coming twelve months to increase fastest compared 
to the last twelve months? 
 

 Retail & wholesale firms  Food, beverage & 
tobacco firms 

 Transport & 
storage firms 

 
  

 Other manufacturing firms  Waste & recycling firms  Building materials’ 
firms 

 
  

 Firms in other sectors (please specify) 
………………………………………………
…….. 
 

 
Q7: What do you think is most important to your customers (please rank with 1 most important)? 
 

 A competitive price  A tailored, quality     
product 

 Service elements such as 
bespoke training, 
maintenance  

  

 
    

 Provision of purchase finance  Fleet management  Other (please specify) 
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Q8: What do you feel will be the most important constraint on your profitability over the next twelve months 
(please rank with 1 most important)? 
 

 Weak customer demand  Higher costs  Tight lease-finance 
conditions 

 
  

 Inability to fulfil orders  Obsessive pursuit of 
market share 

 Other (please specify) 

 
  

 
Q9: Are your customers increasingly substituting electric for diesel engine trucks? 
 

 Significant substitution  Modest substitution  No substitution 
evident  

 
Q10: Are there any issues of concern to you (such as environmental, regulatory or fiscal issues) which you think 
BITA should be addressing? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q11: Do you have any other comments to make about the UK Fork Lift Truck market and its prospects? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Thank-you for your co-operation! 

 
The results of this survey will be released with the Autumn report in October. Please contact 
James.Clark@bita.org.uk for details. 

 

mailto:James.Clark@bita.org.uk
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